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ABSTRACT
Business intelligence system (BIS) reflect on the foundation of competitive advantage approaches, this article enhances previous articles of BIS implementation by analyzing a 7 McKinsey model. Using a Delphi survey method with sixty of managers and experts in the BIS field, the results from twenty pharmaceutical manufacturing industries deploying business intelligence applications are presented. The author surveyed a qualitative methodology to hypothesize a proposed model. The findings demonstrated that 80% of participants believe that both the hard and soft 7 dimensions of a McKinsey model—strategy, style, structure, staff, systems, skills, and shared values—are antecedents for successful BIS implementation. Precisely, shared value dimensions is the highest value affected by BIS implementation and skills dimension is the lowest value.
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INTRODUCTION
Business intelligence systems (BIS) consolidate operational data with analytical tools to display unpredictable and focused information to decision makers. Business intelligence systems is utilized to comprehend the capacities accessible in the firm; the best in class, patterns, and future bearings in the business sectors, and the ramifications of firms’ activities. Langseth and Vivatrat (2003) defined BI “…an elementary part of proactive BI are: real-time data warehousing; data mining; automated anomaly and exception detection; proactive alerting with automatic recipient purpose; integrate workflow; automatic learning; geographic information systems; and data visualization…” BIS integrate data gathering, data storage, and knowledge management with analytical tools to express compound focused data to decision makers. Pirttimaki (2007) explained BI meanings is shift contingent upon the point of view from which it is characterized. In many associations BI capacities, once received, develop from straightforward reporting and queries indicating whatever events to further developed data analytics. Ponelis (2009) suggested an BI example like multi-dimensional analysis that forecasts what may occur in future as a data mining proactive tool. Trieu (2017) simplified BIS is somewhat influenced by the association’s external environment, investigate recommends that organizations sorted out to manage dependable and even decision markets might not be as viable in a composite,
quickly evolving situation. The more certain the environment, the more probable the company’s BIS and systems.

On the other side, McKinsey 7s mode was proposed in 1980s by McKinsey experts’ tom peters, since the presentation, the model has been generally utilized by researchers and specialists and stays a standout amongst the most prevalent vital arranging instruments. It tried to exhibit an accentuation on hard and soft 7s as a crucial to higher hierarchical execution. The objective of the model was to demonstrate how the seven components of the organization: skills, staff, structure, style, strategy, systems, and shared values, can be adjusted together to accomplish viability in an organization. The seven dimensions are interrelated and an adjustment in solitary area needs adjustment in whatever remains of a firm for it to work adequately. Literature clarifying appropriation and acknowledgment model amongst the most develop and unlikely brooks in the arena (e.g. Benner and Tushman, 2002; Isik et al., 2013; Jansen et al., 2009; Jansen et al., 2006). Be that as it may, then again post-receptive utilize conduct is still under-investigated, frequently conceptualized as expanding force or more noteworthy recurrence of utilization (Devaraj and Kohli, 2000). A few endeavors have just been made demonstrating that post-supportive utilize conduct may likewise reduce after some time with picked up counter or then again get habitual- zed and routinized in people work schedules (Bacic and Fadlalla, 2016; Florin and Daniel, 2014).

In this paper, author use hard and soft 7 McKinsey demonstrate - skills, staff, structure, style, strategy, systems, and shared values- as antecedents to apply BIS in associations by expanding the likelihood of BIS ending up profoundly implanted inside the business condition. The motivation behind this paper was hence to draw in with pharmaceutical Jordanian manufacturing firms use BI to investigate the usage of BI in their undertakings keeping in mind the end goal to give understanding into the circumstance as to BI in pharmaceutical Jordanian manufacturing firms. The paper goals were to see how hard and soft 7 McKinsey show is utilized as a part of firms before implemented BI, this paper proposed a knowledge into the usage of BI and thusly, to cure the absence of contextual analyses on the exploration field. The objectives of the paper are: to examine the idea of hard and soft 7 McKinsey; discuss how BI can be implemented and affected by McKinsey dimensions. This paper ponders proposed a conceptual model in view of broad writing survey and applies an exploratory approach by gathering essential information with contextual analyses trying to recognize the determinants of various measurements of BIS usage, with concentrating on 7 McKinsey demonstrate. The core purpose of this paper is to deliver a hypothetically and practically grounded argument on antecedents wide-ranging BIS implementation. Subsequently, the definite paper points for this paper were notable: (1) conceptualize hard and soft 7 McKinsey models, (2) recognize of the BIS usage in an organization, and (4) explore and prioritize of the 7 McKinsey factors that effect on BIS implementation and subsequently to expand business value results. To address above issues the paper is systematized as follows: a problem statement is mentioned; then, a literature in the context of BIS and 7s McKinsey model are elaborated. Then, the qualitative approach used is designated. The results from Delphi survey are expanded; this is followed by implication and conclusion.

**STATEMENT OF PROBLEM**

The pharmaceutical industry in Jordan represents the furthermost imperative sector in maximize economy and a bright sign on the road to the development and prosperity, as it occupies a prestigious position and a high reputation at the local level and external and contributes of GDP proportion. More, an impressive share of total national exports. Pharmaceutical industry development confronts hindrances, for example, more tightly spending plans, diminished access to credit, and an innovation scene more mind boggling than any time in recent years. Associations must rush to react to continually changing business conditions. To do as such, BIS that help decision-making in associations are in this way a vital part in mining data dispersal and can possibly affect emphatically on execution and intensity technique which can grow.
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